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About This Game

AN INCREDIBLE HIDDEN OBJECT PUZZLE ADVENTURE GAME FROM THE CREATORS OF "ENIGMATIS" AND
"GRIM LEGENDS!"

Amid the turmoil of war, the Alliance has given Agent Walker a mission of the utmost importance – track down and destroy the
mythical Spear of Destiny before a sinister enemy can use its supernatural power to turn the tide of war and conquer the world!

PLAY A HIDDEN OBJECT MYSTERY GAME WITH A UNIQUE WARTIME SETTING!
The year is 1942, and the Europe is in flames. In the midst of the grim war, an mystical artifact known as the Spear of Destiny

has been discovered, and it's believed to have the power to change the destiny of the war.

EXPLORE 35 HAND DRAWN LOCATIONS IN WAR TORN EUROPE!
Some believe the Spear to be nothing more than a larger-than-life myth, but neither side wants to make the mistake of

dismissing its paranormal power, so a desperate race to uncover the truth about the relic begins.

A FANTASTIC STORY WITH A PARANORMAL TWIST!
To complete her mysterious mission, Agent Walker will have to cross the grim battlegrounds of France while facing death,

destruction, and hidden puzzles every step of the way. But with so much at stake, there's no turning back.

PUT ON YOUR DETECTIVE HAT AND FIND THE HIDDEN RELIC!
Agent Walker will put on her detective hat and search for the location of the mysterious relic while solving puzzles and tackling
obstacles. Of course, there's a sinister spy among the members of the Alliance who will stop at nothing to thwart the protagonist.
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25 ENTHRALLING MINI-GAMES AND 22 HIDDEN OBJECT SCENES!
Time is of the essence. If the enemies of the Alliance get their hands on the artifact, they would have the power to bring about

the end of the world as we know it. Will Agent Walker succeed, or is mankind already doomed?

A NEW HIDDEN OBJECT MYSTERY GAME NOW IN YOUR LANGUAGE!
Enjoy the paranormal story in English, German, Italian, French, Portuguese, Spanish, Polish, Russian, Chinese, Japanese, and

Korean.

TAKE YOUR HIDDEN OBJECT GAME WITH YOU!
Optimized for phones and tablets, filled with hidden objects, and perfect for playing while traveling. No Wi-Fi is required for

this offline game!

SIGN UP FOR OUR NEWSLETTER TO LEARN ABOUT NEW HIDDEN OBJECT GAMES EVERY MONTH!
Captivating adventures, paranormal investigations, grim legends, and eerie mysteries await the brave and adventurous who delve

into our selection of immersive hidden object games!

FOR MORE GAMES LIKE THIS, CHECK OUT "ARTIFEX MUNDI!"

Features

Explore more than 20 hand-painted hidden object scenes!

35 amazing war torn locations await!

Assemble a vast collection of military vehicles!

Become a master by unlocking 16 achievements!

Complete 25 mind bending mini-games!
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Title: Agent Walker: Secret Journey
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Brave Giant LTD
Publisher:
Artifex Mundi
Release Date: 1 Sep, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: 2 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0b

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Angels That Kill was killing me with it\u2019s ineptitude within five minutes.

The game\u2019s city may have also been killed, because it certainly feels dead. It\u2019s bland, vacant and every area looks
the same so navigation is frustrating. The map isn\u2019t very helpful because there\u2019s so few distinctive landmarks.
Crows hover over your destination, thankfully, because that\u2019s the only way I could figure out where to go.

The game\u2019s interiors are so dark that what little is there is difficult to see. There\u2019s not much to interact with, and
I\u2019m not sure why there\u2019s an inventory at all, as I failed to find a single item I was able to take with me.

Your character\u2019s movement is glacially slow - \u201crunning\u201d down the long empty roads is a chore. This is made
even more irritating because you need to consume dumpster food to survive. You might spot a dumpster in the distance and
traipse down the lane only to find that it's one you\u2019ve already scraped out. It\u2019s also disruptive and unnecessary, I had
to leave a crime scene to find a garbage-meal before I collapsed where I stood and was forced through the whole scenario again,
and I mean the entire chapter.

Also, it ain\u2019t noire. Noire is more than rain and a monochromatic colour palette, it\u2019s a mood, one that is largely
evoked by music, of which this game has almost none. When it does, it isn\u2019t noire.

While the idea of playing as both suspect and pursuer is a good one, and some aspects of its minimalist presentation are
appealing initially, very little else here works.. Very confusing - the map editor is ridiculous..there should be an option that lets
you pick how many players and other settings and then randomly creates a map for you. Not worth the 5 bucks. I have spent
hundreds of dollars on single games with DLCs before..so for me to be upset over 5 bucks - the game has to be really bad.. A
toad crossed with a sausage!! Ugly!

Brought it on a whim during steam sale
previously not interested in british mainline locomotives, This beautiful machine changed my mind

Drives like a dream, Cab has ultimate visibility - Even has a headlight! (For speedsigns)

Unfortunately cant comment on default stock sounds as I never heard them - on advise of earlier reviews I looked up Armstrong
Powerhouse and decided it's something id want.. Highly recomended

shes a beautiful driving machine on the Wearhead to Teesdale network route, really fits with the scenery and era

the looks grow on you.. quickly displaced my 03 shunter as the prefered locomotive for passenger runs
Carriages included are wonderful

. If you made speedrunning into its own game, it would be BIOS. The game is punishing, yet fair and has nearly flawless level
design. You're forced to make choices like "Do I run through the lazers to save time, sacrificing half my health in the process?"
or "Do I slowly clear this room of turrets, or do I make a break for it, hoping none of them finish me off?". The game is even
fair when you die, there's no annoying death animation, you just get a game over screen and a slow-mo first person view of your
death so you can see exactly how you screwed up, and it only takes 3 seconds to go from death to retrying the level. The levels
don't have any BS like hidden turrets or enemies that can hit you but not vice versa, it's designed for you to go as fast as possible
while killing as fast as possible. Currently, there's only about a dozen or so people on the leaderboards on the harder levels,
which is a shame. The amount of content already available for such an early in development game is astonishing, and the music
is fantastic. The best way for me to describe this game is as if Super Meat Boy were an FPS.. Nope. This is not a good game,
because it is full of dodgy content. A big letdown, and especially since it's at such a ridiculous price :( (too expensive) I've only
been playing this game for a couple minutes, and I'm already turned off, and have stopped playing it. And here's why (first,
before I type any more, I'm just gonna mention that this review is mostly for christians. It's important for anyone to read this,
but I really don't want to start an argument here, so the comments for this review are turned off. There's just a couple things in
this game that I really need to point out here):

1. Jamila, who talks about 'aliens that built the pyramids,' and that 'they will come back to take away the enlightened,' or
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something. Here's one of the conversations she had with Nancy: after she tells Nancy this, Nancy asks, "And what will happen to
those left behind?" And Jamila says something like, "There will be war and famines, they will fall, and the light will be
darkened" ..................... Even though it turns out she was pretending, and doesn't believe in aliens, it's still very disturbing that
Her Interactive brought something like this into a Nancy Drew game, because it's very similar to the end times Jesus mentioned
in the Bible, the rapture, and tribulation, don't you think? Think about it - 'They will come to take away the enlightened?? Wars
and famines, those left behind will fall??" I don't think it's coincidental that this has been brought into this game, I think this was
is very deliberate thing Her Interactive has done. And the aliens Jamila is talking about (the Anninaki, as she calls them) sound a
lot like the Nephilim from the Bible, if you've ever heard of them. Except for a couple differences: unlike the 'aliens,' the
nephilim are very real, and are not your friend.
2. There are also amulets in this game, which bring so-called good luck or powers upon whoever wears them. Very bad things
involved with amulets! Demons and evil spirits are attached to these things.
3. A lot of the time, people talk about curses. At one point in the game, Nancy tells Lily, a character in the game, that curses are
not real, and Lily (who believes otherwise) says something like, "The more I learn and understand about curses, I feel I'll be
safe\/protected from them." Wrong. Curses are very real, and the only way you can be protected from them is if you have
accepted the Lord Jesus as your Lord and Saviour, and are covered by His blood.
4. And, lastly, at one point in this game, Dylan Carter, one of the characters, gives you a list of Egyptian 'gods.' As a christian,
this just made my stomach churn, realizing that they had brought something like this into a Nancy Drew game, because there is
only one God - the God of Abraham, in the Bible. I wouldn't recommend this game to anyone, but especially not to christians.

This game was around $28.00, but it's just not worth that amount of money. It used to be a manageable $19.00 (and also the
other 2 latest Nancy Drew games, The Deadly Device and The Shattered Medallion), but, now, their prices have shot up to a
whopping $28.00. This is a big blow, becayse you already have to pay extra from U.S. dollars, so you'd have to pay more than
that price. I'm going to wait until Boxing Day to get The Deadly Device, which should be at a cheaper price then (I looked into
The Shattered Medallion, and it's not good. I won't be getting that one either, because Jamila returns, and she and Sonny Joon
both talk about the Anninaki - again. I wouldn't recommend that game to anyone either, but especially not to christians).

Overall, the graphics and scenery in this game are absolutely amazing, but with all this content that has been brought in, I
sincerely regret getting this game, and have removed it from my library. I can't in good conscience recommend it to anyone, but
especially christians. Her Interactive is really starting to disappoint me, because of the things they are starting to tolerate and
bring into their games. The earlier Nancy Drew games used to be innocent and family friendly, but now Her Interactive is
starting to bring things into their games that are completely out of place, and just shouldn't be there - seances, psychicism,
curses, even LGBT content (very subtle, but there) - a character that is a lesbian (Dagny, in Sea of Darkness), etc. This is how
they make games these days; they very subtly bring in this kind of content, that is hard to notice at first, but then they start
ramping it up, until it becomes obvious there is an agenda behind the making of their games. And the newest one that's coming
out in 2019, Midnight in Salem, sounds really dodgy, too. I was very excited to hear Her Interactive was finally coming up with
a new Nancy Drew, but was very disappointed when I looked into it, and found out that they have totally blown the story plot.
It's, of course, centered around Halloween, and the word 'witching' popped up in there.
Here's a defintion of witching -
1. Relating to or characteristic of witchcraft.
2. Witchcraft; sorcery.
Shame on you, Her Interactive, the things you tolerate in your games these days...... :(

It's really important to have your eyes open, and always look into games before you get them, because there's a lot of games out
there that are not as innocent as they look. This game is one example.. Very beautiful game, but I am honestly a little upset at the
cost versus the length of gameplay. $15 for a game that i finished in one evening and has virtually no replay value. I appreciate
the hard work that went into this game, and I know the devs need to profit, but I cannot justify spending $15 for a game I can
only play once. Way too expensive guys. Great game, but not worth the cost
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This DLC is one of the ones I haven't found as much a use for (but I've got some inspiration lately) but caves are a staple of any
tabletop campaign whether they're going through one part to find a dungeon or other bizarre things. An this DLC nails that feel
of a cave, even better as a bit of advice if you get the Graveyard DLC you can use the fog from its particles section to slap in
here and really have some fun!. Overall this is a good game, but I cant figure out how to get the artwork on the website!!. Ever
get Meta Knightmare mode in Kirby and go, "Damn! I really wish I could pay ten dollars for this!" Well now you can! Just trade
the screen murder for upgrades.

Yeah... don't buy this... I love this game yeah. But come on. $10 for this? Really? There's no where near as much back tracking
as there was in Shantae's run. Which I'm still debating on whether that's good or not...

Wait till a sale.. please add a drone and scifi weapon and mech and more alien please that uses weapon and alien dropship cause
i dont feel creative at all or just add asset from your old game making software the 3d gamemaker cause i really like them.
umineko pas bge. The game is based on sound and listening for movement. The sound on this game is terrible, absolute rubbish.
No plot and the worst voice acting*** ruins the game. What a shame.. Great game toats worth the money~undertale891<3.
There are a lot of good things about this game: the story, the atmosphere and many of the puzzles. Ultimately I can't recommend
it. It is too frustrating walking slowly across one screen after another and too many of the puzzles are flawed, such as the
following example.

You work out that you need a certain piece of information to complete a quest. You go to the right place, see the thing you need
to see, then go back to complete the quest, but it doesn't recognize that you know the thing you need to know. Aha, you have to
attempt the quest first without knowing it so that you fail. Then you hear the character say, "I need to find out X". Then when he
goes to get the information he will say "Now, I know X". Then you can complete the quest. All this extra walking waste an awful
lot of precious life. There are too many flaws like this to make it enjoyable. Otherwise it's not a bad game. I hope the devs will
do something else and do it better.

Some mysteries should remain forgotten:

 Add the game to your wishlist and stay updated!. Someone is always watching:

 Add the game to your wishlist and stay updated!. Irony Curtain's Revolutionary Update #1:
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Comrades!

Thank you for purchasing the Irony Curtain: From Matryoshka with Love! We hope that your journey to the bestest country in
the world was as great as babushka’s compot! If so, leave as a Steam Review – for the glory of Matryoshka!

This is the first of a few updates to Irony Curtain. We are aware that Western Spies have planted some bugs here and there,
but our special antispy forces are ready to eliminate them once and for all!

That’s why we’re presenting you the official Revolutionary Update with some fixes and polishes, including:

 fixed a few active area points for better cursor feedback;

 fixed a blocking bug that could occur when exiting the Floor Run minigame while Evan is still running;

 fixed sound timing for two final cutscenes;

 fixed errors and typos in the German version of the game;

 made The Butcher's line of business more obvious.

As you might have noticed, the premiere build is missing manual save slots. We’ve found that there is a possibility that reloading
the manual save might fail to call all of the proper actions and changes on a scene, which can cause errors. Since those errors
might be game blocking in specific cases, we decided to turn this feature off and only bring it back when we are 300% sure that
it works properly. Hopefully, this happens very very soon.

Don’t forget to spread the love for the bestest country in the world on your social media, using #IronyCurtain hashtag. You can
also reach us on Irony Curtain’s Steam Forum.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/866190/Irony_Curtain_From_Matryoshka_with_Love/. Help the charity with Irony
Curtain & My Brother Rabbit!:
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There are very few things as great as the Matryoshkan Nation - but The Great Orchestra of Christmas Charity - WOŚP - is
definitely one of them. It's a Polish charity dedicated to improving medical care for the youngest and oldest patients - if you'd
like you can read more about them at the English WOŚP website[en.wosp.org.pl].

Long story short - for 27 years now they have been running a fundraiser in order to help provide equipment to hospitals,
improve neonatological and senior patient care and even provide CPR lessons in schools. In that time the organization has raised
825 million PLN - that is roughly 198 million EUR!

This year we have decided to join this grand cause by submitting two auctions featuring unique and interesting items, which you
will not find anywhere else.

You can bid on two auctions - one is My Brother Rabbit themed, the other is all about Irony Curtain:

1. IRONY CURTAIN AUCTION[charytatywni.allegro.pl]
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You get:

 a guided communism-themed tour in Krakow, Poland in the company of the developers of Irony Curtain

 the Irony Curtain game (when it's out)

 all and every Irony Curtain gadget ever produced and ever to be produced

 a deerstalker-type hat called ushanka with an Irony Curtain Pin

 Matryoshkan flag, 90cmx120cm

 two Irony Curtain matryoshka cups

as a bonus - eternal glory and the approval of the Supreme Leader of Matryoshka!

2. MY BROTHER RABBIT AUCTION[charytatywni.allegro.pl]
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You get:

 the My Brother Rabbit game

 a plushie, artbook with a dedication from the whole team

 a studio visit and an opportunity to attend a creative workshop with MBR lead artist Łukasz Sałata

 all Artifex Mundi games for Steam

 a limited, box edition of the game

All auctions run till Jan 21st, 12:15:10!

Join in today and become a proud supporter of WOŚP! There are many awesome rewards to gain, but the biggest one is
supporting a good cause!. My Brother Rabbit nominated in Aggie Awards!:
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Hello fAM! We have fantastic news! We've been nominated in the prestigious Aggie Awards by the redaction of Adventure
Gamers. Aggie Awards are an award for adventure games for merits in several categories from concept, art direction, and story,
to the adventure game of the year.

This year's nominations have been released and My Brother Rabbit has been nominated in two categories - "Best Graphic
Design" and "Best Sound Effects"! We're very happy and very proud that our work has been appreciated!

If you'd like to know more about the whimsical artwork of My Brother Rabbit, you can read up on Gamasutra - Daniel Gizicki
has written a nice article[www.gamasutra.com] on the art of My Brother Rabbit.

If you'd rather just indulge in the visuals, you can head over to either Luke Sałata's instagram[www.instagram.com] or AM's
own IG.

You can support us in the Reader's Choice awards by voting for for us at the voting page[adventuregamers.com] - we're
superexcited about this, and hope you're too!. The Giants wake up!:

Add the game to your wishlist and stay updated!. Irony Curtain: Revolutionary Update #2:
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Comrades!

Our Leader has granted us another glorious update! If you appreciate our work for the bestest country in the world, don’t forget
to write a Steam review! 

The newest revolutionary update includes:

 fixed a blocking bug that could occur when exiting MG Floor Run (For Real This Time™);

 fixed a blocking bug that might occur on MG Switchboard;

 fixed a bug that changed the mouse cursor into MG Brick Wall cursor after saving the game;

 fixed a blocking bug occurring on Palace Courtyard with invisible Choir Leader not allowing Evan to use the ladder;

 fixed a blocking bug that made throwing a photo into trash almost impossible;

 fixed a blocking bug that allowed Evan to use oar on the curtain in Leader's Chamber after finishing a minigame;

 fixed a blocking bug that might prevent the train at the end of the game from stopping;

 fixed few typos in English and German language versions;

 fixed a few minor navmesh errors;

 fixed position of a few dialogue pivots.

IMPORTANT! We are trying our best to ensure that fixes work for the games that have been already started, but you might be
forced to start the game again in some cases (e.g. bug with throwing a photo into the trash or using the oar on the curtain after
finishing the minigame).

For the glory of Matryoshka!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/866190/Irony_Curtain_From_Matryoshka_with_Love/. Why we've changed the art style
of Irony Curtain?:
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Comrades!

Some time ago we showed you how Irony Curtain looked in the early prototype phase and how it looks like now.

Today we’d like to talk a little bit more about the reasons behind the change and the whole creative process. It’s no doubt that
Irony Curtain came a long way from the times when it was just a prototype called simply ‘Matryoshka’.

There are three main reasons why we’ve decided to simplify the art style:

1. The previous style looked great but it didn’t play well 
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